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BDSIM	
•  Simulation of particle transport in accelerator beam lines 
•  Use mad style syntax to define beam line 
•  Library of generic component geometries 
•  Use Geant4 for particle matter interactions 
•  Interface for ROOT analysis 
•  Visualisation 

•  Simulate beam losses 
•  Simulate propagation of secondaries etc. 

I.  Agapov,  G.  A.  Blair,  and  J.  Carter,  The  BDSIM  Toolkit  (2006),  pp.  1–34.  EUROTeV-‐‑Report-‐‑2006-‐‑014-‐‑1	
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Features	
•  Parser for easy construction of beam lines 
•  Classes for typical accelerator components 
•  Physics processes for fast tracking 
•  On-the-fly geometry construction 
•  GMDL & SQL detector database 
•  Physics updates through Geant4 
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Figure 1: The simple concept of how accelerator-style tracking is incorporated in BDSIM. Any component,
in this case a quadrupole, has its own stepper. Geant4 provides the step length (whose value depends
on the mean free path from the active processes) and, given this step length, the stepper provides
the final position and trajectory as given analytically for the case of quadrupoles and sector bends, or
approximately via momentum kicks for higher order multipoles.

the step length !s is provided by the Geant4 code and depends on which processes are present (these are
described in more detail in Sec. 4). For most cases, the step length is equal to the length of the beamline
element because the particles are travelling in high vacuum. However, for studies with finite pressure or
with the inclusion of synchrotron radiation, the step length will vary from step to step, with distributions
given by the mean free path of the process involved. Scattered particles, or those halo particles in
outer positions of phase-space, can leave the beampipe. Once outside the beampipe, tracking defaults
to the usual Geant approach where steps are calculated from local fields (if present) using Runge-Kutta
techniques and material interactions are included in full.

The magnetic field in the material of the magnets is calculated as follows. The field at the pole-tips is
determined from the analytic and idealised multipole field equation. The magnetic flux is then conserved
through the iron of the magnet, so that the magnitude of the field is a simple ratio of the cross-sectional
area of the iron to that of the pole tip. This approach is illustrated in Fig. 2 for the case of a quadrupole.
All the dimensions of the magnets, such as outer radius of iron, Ro, inner radius of iron Ri, thickness of
iron T = Ro ! Ri and pole-tip transverse dimension P are entered via the cards file. The magnetic field
in the iron is calculated as B = Bpole " P/T , where Bpole is the field at the pole-tip, as calculated from
the ideal field distribution of the multipole at that position. Physical poles are not yet included in order
to keep geometries as simple as possible; but it would be easy to include them if necessary.

3 Tracking Results

The tracking performance was tested in detail as part of a comparison of a wider set of tracking codes [2].
A test sample of 20k normal beam particles was tracked through the long (6 km) CLIC 1.5 TeV-per-beam
baseline design. The results in terms of the spot-size at the IP are shown in Tab. 1.

The results agree very well with the other tracking codes described in Ref. [2], with the possible
exception of tracking with synchrotron radiation (SR), where some small discrepancies remain. However
the treatment of SR varies from code to code and the RMS spot size is very dependent on the details of
long tails in the distributions. The main conclusion to draw from Tab. 1 is that the tracking works well-
enough to describe the 1.5 TeV electron trajectories over 6 km at the sub-nm level and gives confidence
that the tracking code can be used reliably for the determination of backgrounds and for optimisation of
the BDS layout.

4 Processes

BDSIM has easy access to all the impressive range of processes that are included in the Geant4 package.
These processes include multiple scattering o" beam-gas particles or in detector elements and the usual
electromagnetic shower processes such as electron-positron pair creation and bremsstrahlung. The beam-
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Figure 6: Chart of BDSIM architecture
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A. Geometry description formats

The element with user-defined physical geometry is defined by

<element_name> : element, geometry=format:filename, attributes

for example,

colli : element, geometry="gmad:colli.geo";

A.1. gmad format

gmad is a simple format used as G4geometry wrapper. It can be used for specifying
more or less simple geometries like collimators. Available shapes are:

Box {
x0=x_origin,
y0=y_origin,
z0=z_origin,
x=xsize,
y=ysize,
z=zsize,
material=MaterialName,

22

G.A.Blair  CERN-‐‑OPEN-‐‑2002-‐‑057	
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BDSIM  –  Basic  Example	
q1: quadrupole, l=0.1, 
k1=3.87; 
dr1: drift, l=0.5; 
dr2: drift, l=0.5; 
all: line =(dr1,q1,dr2); 
 
beam,  particle=“e-”, 

 energy=1.3 * GeV, 
 distrType=“Gauss”, 
 sigmaX=0.002*mm, 
 sigmaY=0.002*mm, 
 sigmaXp=0.01*0.005, 
 sigmaYp=0.01*0.004; 

 
use, period=all; 
 

mybeamline.gmad 
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Example  Workflow	

input  file	
.gmad	

options  	
-‐‑  energy	
-‐‑  aperture	
-‐‑  physics  lists	
-‐‑  input  beam	

GMAD  (BDSIM)  
beam  line	

MADX  	
TFS  file	

python  script	

Geometry  DB	

Collimator  
se]ings  /  DB	

in  future	

(optional  -‐‑>  use  generic  components)	
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Results  Using  BDSIM	
•  Tracking studies of CLIC collimation system[1] 

•  Simulation of CLIC beam delivery system[2] 
•  Halo estimates for linear colliders[3] 

•  Simulation of the ILC[4] 

•  Muon background reduction in CLIC[5] 

•  Studies of ATF & ATF2 laserwire 

•  Laserwire for ILC / CLIC beam delivery system[6] 

[1]  I.Agapov,  PRSTAB  12,  081001  (2009)	
[2]  G.A.Blair,  CERN-‐‑OPEN-‐‑2002-‐‑057	
[3]  H.Burkhardt,  PAC07  WEOCC03  	
[4]  J.Carter,  Pramana  69,  6,  1133-‐‑1136  (2007)	
[5]  L.Deacon,  arXiv:1202.6628v1	
[6]  L.Deacon,  EPAC08  TUPC005	
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Previous  Results	
•  CLIC beam delivery system 

•  Wakefields generated using an interface to PLACET 

I.  Agapov  et.al  PR-‐‑STAB  12,  081001  (2009).	

PLACET-HTGEN, it is sufficient to specify the rest gas pres-
sure and composition and to enable background tracking. It
is possible to specify gas parameters for each element or
for groups of elements using for-loop constructs in TCL/TK

as input to PLACET.
Figure 3 shows typical transverse distributions obtained

from HTGEN+PLACET at the entrance to the BDS [3]. The
flux of halo particles which will impact on the collimators
will depend on the collimator settings and details of the
lattice parameters including imperfections and misalign-
ment. Based on preliminary collimation studies and simu-
lations under rather idealistic assumptions, we find for
10 nTorr CO both in the CLIC linac and BDS, that a
fraction of about 2! 10"4 of all particles will have large
amplitudes and hit the spoilers in the BDS section. With
1:24! 1012 particles per train, this would translate into a
flux of 2:4! 108 particles per train impacting on the spoil-
ers. At 1.5 TeV, we expect that a fraction of about 9! 10"4

of these particles produce secondary muons, resulting in a
flux of about 2! 105 muons per train, many of which
would be seen as background in the detector in the inter-
action region. Reducing the muon flux would require very
massive shielding, of the order of 100 m of (magnetized)
tunnel fillers, to be effective [16].

VI. ENERGY DEPOSITION AND SECONDARY
PRODUCTION STUDIES WITH BDSIM

Typical loss maps consider a particle lost if it interacts
with the beam line aperture in any way. A program such as
GEANT4 can then be used to examine areas of interest in
more detail. BDSIM combines particle tracking and second-
ary particle production to generate detailed loss maps for
whole beam line more efficiently.

We track a beam halo through the CLIC BDS. The halo
is divided into concentric ellipses in x-x0 and y-y0 phase
space independently, where each ellipse is of thickness
5!x#0$ or 10!y#0$ . These ellipses then cover the whole phase

space from 0–40!x#0$ and 0–190!y#0$ . The energy and lon-

gitudinal profiles are chosen to be the same as for the core
beam: a flat distribution of width 1% about the nominal
beam energy of 1496 GeV, and a Gaussian of width
44 "m, respectively. The particle distribution within
each ellipse is uniform, and each ellipse contains 10 000
particles; this approximates a 1=r density profile in each
phase space, and gives a total halo population of 1 520 000.
From Sec. V we have a halo population of 2! 10"4 of the
bunch charge, or 8! 105 particles. This is approximately
half of the amount simulated. Alternatively, if we assume
that CLIC will achieve a similar level of halo to that which
the Stanford Linear Collider managed in its later runs—
about 0.1% of the bunch charge—then, for a bunch of 4!
109 particles [17], we are simulating approximately 40% of
the halo population. The numbers which follow have not
been scaled to account for this.

Figure 4 shows the energy deposition profile of the beam
halo in the CLIC BDS. The black histogram is produced
assuming that particles that hit any element of the beam
line are completely absorbed at that point, while the red
histogram includes multiple scattering and secondary par-
ticle production. In this instance, it is seen that the peak
load on the beam spoilers is reduced by up to 4 orders of
magnitude in the case of YSP1 (the first betatron spoiler in
the line). We note that there are no direct impacts on the
thick absorbers; losses occur on the absorbers only when
secondary particles are included. There are a small number
of primary halo particles lost in the final focus system; to
correct this will require either a tightening of the collimator
gaps or a redesign of the lattice optics. It should be noted
that the collimator geometry employed in this study using
BDSIM does not include tapering: the aperture is set to the
minimum gap for the length of the collimator, therefore it
is possible that the collimator efficiency is somewhat opti-
mistic in this study.

VII. PLACET-BDSIM INTEGRATION

Halo particles that are close to the walls of the beam pipe
may be kicked by the collimator wakefields and interact
with the beam-pipe material, producing secondary parti-
cles. A single simulation code that implements wakefields,
tracking, and secondary particle generation does not exist.
On the one hand, a code like BDSIM is designed to track
single particles and their secondaries deriving from the
interactions with the materials, but does not include intra-
bunch interactions; on the other hand, a code such as
PLACET takes into account collective effects but does not
simulate the interactions of the particles with the walls of
the beam line. Combining the abilities of BDSIM and
PLACET enables an accurate simulation of the generation
of secondary particles and their tracking in components

FIG. 4. (Color) Energy deposition along the beam line from halo
particles, with (red) and without (black) secondary particle
production and scattering. Losses from synchrotron radiation
have not been included.

I. AGAPOV et al. Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 12, 081001 (2009)

081001-4

such as the collimators, taking into account the most
relevant collective effects. We developed a method to
achieve this. It consists of interfacing the PLACET tracking
code and BDSIM, based on the following idea: the tracking
is performed in parallel by both codes (see Fig. 5). BDSIM
tracks halo particles, while PLACET tracks core particles.
When BDSIM reaches an element where it is desired to
include the effects of wakefields, BDSIM sends to PLACET

the halo particles to perform the calculations of the wake-
field kick; then PLACET reports the resulting kick angles for
each particle back to BDSIM, which applies the kicks and
continues the tracking.

A. Combined tracking

Performing this parallel tracking without secondary par-
ticle production switched on in BDSIM, we can determine
the effect of wakefields on particle losses from the beam
halo. Halo losses with and without wakefield effects are
shown in Fig. 6. We see that the wakefields lead to ap-
proximately double the amount of losses on the last two
vertical spoilers; there is no increase in losses on the
horizontal spoilers. Losses of primary halo particles in
the final focus system remain. Secondary particle losses
in this region are dominated by photons and positrons
which are lost in the bending magnets.

Figure 7 shows the same energy deposition profiles with
secondary particle production switched on. Losses on the
collimators do not differ significantly between the two
cases; however, secondary losses occur closer to the spoiler
when wakefields are included. This may have implications
for quadrupole magnet protection in these areas.

The core beam geometry is roughly flat, with an aspect
ratio of approximately 10:1. This causes the wakefields to
be much larger in the vertical direction than in the hori-
zontal. Figures 8 and 9 show the distribution of particles by
which ring they occupy in horizontal and vertical phase
space, respectively. The initial distribution described in
Sec. VI consists of 104 particles per ring. The distributions
in these figures are the projections of the 2D distribution—
this would lead to there being 1:9! 105 particles per 5!
bin in Fig. 8 and 9! 104 particles per 10! bin in Fig. 9.
The values at low-x"y# are lower than this due to loses in
the high-y"x# region, and because of the different binning.
The distribution in horizontal phase space does not vary

significantly with either wakefield or secondary particle

FIG. 6. (Color) Energy deposition along the beam line from halo
particles, with (green) and without (black) wakefield interac-
tions. All particles hitting a collimator are absorbed totally at
that point.

FIG. 7. (Color) Energy deposition along the beam line from halo
particles, with (blue) and without (red) wakefield interactions. In
this instance, secondary particle production and scattering has
been switched on.

BDSIM

PLACET

(2) )4()3()1(

FIG. 5. (Color) Schematics of the PLACET-BDSIM interface. The
tracking proceeds through four steps: (1) BDSIM tracks the halo
particles (shown dotted) while PLACET tracks the bunch core
(shown in blue), along the BDS; (2) at the first collimator
entrance, halo particles are sent from BDSIM to PLACET;
(3) PLACET tracks core and halo through the collimator, taking
into account wakefield effects; then, it sends back the wake kicks
to BDSIM. BDSIM waits until it receives the wake kicks from
PLACET; then, it tracks the halo particles through the collimators,
considering scattering and secondary particle generation, and
finally applies the wake kicks to the halo particles; (4) the
tracking continues until the next collimator.

TRACKING STUDIES OF THE COMPACT LINEAR . . . Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 12, 081001 (2009)

081001-5
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Application  to  the  LHC	
•  Track particles in ring for multi-turn distribution 
•  Generation and propagation of secondaries 
•  Fairly generic geometry 
•  Generate loss maps 
•  Generate background distributions for detectors 

•  Collimator studies  
•  Beam loss maps 
•  Beam background in detectors 

Similarly  for  Hi  Lumi  LHC	
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LHC  La]ice	
•  Successfully constructed using generic components 
•  ~100um mismatch between start and finish 
 

Overlay  of  MADX  
coordinates  and  
GEANT4  elements	

Arc  section	

Start  /  Finish  mismatch	
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Visualisations	
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Example  Phase  Space	
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Tracking  in  the  LHC	
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Tracking  in  the  LHC  2	
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Roadmap	
•  Aim to reproduce current studies for comparison 
•  Studies in parallel 
•  Two areas to compare: 

―  tracking – SixTrack 
―  energy deposition – FLUKA 

SixTrack	 BDSIM  
(Tracking)	

FLUKA	 BDSIM  	
(Geant4)	
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Code  Roadmap	
•  Optics – symplectic integration schemes 
•  Geometry 

―  LHC specific – import FLUKA geometry?	
―  aperture / beam pipe factory 

•  Collimators 
―  interface to collimator db / settings 

•  Develop interfaces: 
―  BDSIM tracking    -> FLUKA 
―  SixTrack tracking -> BDSIM 

•  Many internal updates required and underway 
―  closed ring geometry vs linear 
―  geometry imports 



Thank you 


